A statistical theory of the intercomponent transport processes is given for nonisothermal plasmas consisting of electron and ion components, when the particles interact through Coulomb collisions screened electrostatically beyond the Debye-radius. The associated collision integrals are evaluated analytically for arbitrary drift velocities of the components, and under consideration of the velocity dependence of the Coulomb logarithm. The resultant analytical relations form consistent mathematical foundations for a transport theory of systems with collisional Coulomb interactions. It is shown that different properties of the transport processes and the effective Coulomb logarithms result for subsonic and supersonic drift velocities of the components.
I. Introduction
A kinetic investigation starting from the Boltzmann equation may be based on various integration formalisms *• 1 . A physically illustrative and mathematically elegant method is the expansion of the distribution function around a local equilibrium distribution function in terms of Hermite polynomials, the expansion coefficients being given as moments of the distribution function 2 . In restricting this orthogonal development to the first thirteen moments, which have a simple physical meaning, the velocity distribution of the r-th particle component is 3 : The perturbations of the distribution function are caused by different types of transport processes: i) the viscous stresses nr ij and the heat currents qr j, i.e. transport processes due mainly to the inhomogeneities in the component, and ii) the momentum and energy exchange between different components due to intercomponent nonuniformities. Both types of transport processes influence each other to an extent determined by the nonuniformities in (Vir, V{vr),.-.) and between (Tr-TS*Q, (Vr) -(V s ) 4= 0 ,...) the components 4 .
The theory of transport processes for plasmas is in part incomplete and phenomenological. Except for special applications, e. g. the relaxation of test particles, it is commonly implied that the baro-drift velocities are infrasonic 4~12 . Another standard procedure is the integration of the collision integrals after replacing the velocity dependent Coulomb logarithm by a thermal average 4~12 . This average Coulomb logarithm is assumed to be the same for the different transport processes [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Coulomb interactions. To this end, the intercomponent momentum and energy transport is analyzed for quasi-homogeneous, nonisothermal plasmas without noticeable viscous stresses and heat currents, 0 and qr,i~->-0. The collision integrals are evaluated analytically under inclusion of the velocity dependent Coulomb logarithm. Further, consideration is given not only to subsonic but also to supersonic transport conditions.
II. Theoretical Principles
It is well established that the collisional Coulomb interactions in a rarefied plasma can be treated within the frame of the Boltzmann equation, or its Fokker-Planck expansion for successive gentle interactions 5 . In order to include close and distant collisions, the kinetic considerations will be based on the Boltzmann collision integral.
Kinetic Equation
The change of the distribution function fr(Vr, r, t) of the particle velocities Vr of an arbitrary component (r) in the vicinity of a point r is described by the kinetic equation 14 :
which expresses the continuity of fr (Vr,r,t) in presence of exterior particle accelerations Wr and collisions of like (s = r) and unlike (s4=r) particles, where 14
f's -tr fs\ 9rs °rs A & dVs (2) are the partial collision integrals of the (r -s)-interactions. The initial {vr,vs} and final {V*, V*} state in the collisional transition are related by the conservation equations for momentum and energy (6 = apseline unit vector) 14 : 
which represents a five-moment-approximation characterized by the individual density nr, temperature Tr, and mean mass velocity (V r ) of the r-particles.
The elastic collisions of the charged particles (er) and (es), which interact by a Coulomb potential shielded beyond the Debye radius, are described by the differential cross section 14
referred to the center of mass system. The minimum scattering angle xmin 0 = <£(ffr« > 0*») ]> which corresponds to the maximum impact parameter £>max = D,
where D = (4 n 2 ns e 2 g/kTs)~l h (9) s and
Q± = | er es |/ (mrs g").
(10)
Mathematical Preliminaries
Transformations. -Because of the invariance of the Eqs. (3) and (4) with respect to Galilei transformation, similar equations hold also for the thermal velocities Cr and Cs : cr = cr + 2--(grs-e) e,
ms where
In terms of the variables, the thermal velocities become:
aT 
As an illustration of the transformation, Eqs. (14) and (15) 
The analytical considerations lead among other things to the Maxwell integral /n{x 2 ) and the error function 0 (x), which are related by
ju(x 2 ) and <P(x) have the series expansions 15 :
for: x>l The operations (B) and (C) transform the integral in Eq. (28) 
Yrs=V<ba\(grs)\>l m -
The integrals in Eq. (30) have saddlepoints at x = yrso, o= ± 1, respectively. Since the line of steepest descent through z = (yrs o, 0) is identical with the real axis, the integration is to be performed along the real coordinate 16 Since only terms proportional to even powers of r contribute to the integral, there follows by disregarding terms of second and higher order in yrs, The integral over the Coulomb logarithm has the analytical solution 18
where Ci (x) is the cosine integral and Si(x) is the sine integral (T = 0.577 ... = Euler's constant) 15 , A symmetrical transformation 14 , and substitution for (Cr 2 -Cr) in accordance with Eq. (11) gives -(grs-e) 2 +(grs-e) Wrs = 2 mrs f'"'f
•(cr-e) fr fs 9rs °rs d ß dVr dV,
The substitution (A), and integration with respect to d@ and yields under consideration of Eqs. (17) and (24) W" = 47im"f-'-f 
IV. Intercomponent Energy Transfer
In the interpenetrating components (r) and (s) heat is liberated through collisions raising the thermal energy of the components. The energy exchanged in the (r -s)-collisions results in a scalar heat flow between the components (r) and (5) of differ- 
Intercomponent Heat Generation
The first integral expression of Eq. (46) (38) and (47), the thermal energy liberated per unit volume and time by intercomponent friction in the r-component obtains as,
where r*s is given in Eq. (43). In the case yrs ^ 1, WrS is proportional to ((Vs) -(Vr)) 2 .
Intercomponent Heat Flow
The second integral expression of Eq. (46) 
and xrs is given in Eq. (34). Wjs is a transcendental function of ((vs) -(vr) 
